AS THE WORLD TURNS (OUT OF CONTROL)
~

1. As the world turns, the fire that burns,
it steadily increases.
While the madmen in power threaten
to blow it all to pieces.
But they answer to no one, so their
madness never ceases
As it all spins madly out of control.
2. As the fat cats behind the scenes
are ever getting fatter
and the masses don’t know what it means
__
to most, it doesn’t matter.
They will march in confusion
till it’s all about to shatter
As each one struggles to save their own soul.
[INSTRUMENTAL]
3. There’s the writing on the wall, but it’s been
blacked out and rewritten.
Hardly anyone could read what it first said
from where they’re sittin’.
While they scratched, then clawed, to bite the hand
that fed them __ they got bitten
All they saved: a lifetime slaved __ their master stole.
4. As they grope in darkness, blinded
by the light they thought would save them,
they were unwilling to see their vaunted
savior would enslave them.
They still run about bald and naked,
clueless someone shaved them
of all their hopes and dreams and their most cherished goal.*
BRIDGE:

Wake up ! Wake up ! Too late __
all in vain, you have been conquered !
Your dreams swirl with your fate
down the drain, stunned and bewildered !
You were warned ! You were warned ! You were warned !
Ten thousand times you were warned !!!

5. [REPEAT VERSE 1, AND FADEOUT] †
Written: April 27, 2014
__________________________
* Can anyone guess what it was ?
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[END]

† Amid special effects sounds of worldly
calamities, clashing, crashing,
tumultuous events
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